
1. CERTAINTY OF SUBJECT MATTER:  

- Trust cannot be enforced unless property held on trust can be identified.  subject matter of 

the trust must be legally recognised property.  

- Cannot create a trust over property yet to come into existence – expectancy - such as the 

expectation of receiving property under a will of someone who has not yet died cannot be the 

subject of a trust.  

- Quantum must be ascertainable (remainder tends to be ok) 

Words ‘bulk of my estate’ – was held it was too uncertain.  

Cases: 

Hunter v Moss [1994] 1 WLR 452 

Percentage of shareholding is sufficiently certain to constitute the subject matter of a trust. Specific 

number and company indicated. 

Facts: M had 950 of the 1000 shares in one company, agreed to give 5% to H and then didn’t. H 

claims trust. M says no. There is only one type of shares.  Issue – can you create a trust for 5% of your 

shares in a company, issue with uncertainty, which shares from the ones you have? 

Held:  

- It is specific enough. You do not have to be able to identify which individual shares.  

- There is a specific number (quantum). 

- Noted that the company was specified by the settlor and that there is only one type of share.  

- (Note - the corp had one type of shares – what would happen if more types like preference 

shares, then you could give 5% of each but could be harder to satisfy certainty) 

 

White v Shortall (2006) 68 NSWLR 650 

Facts: De facto relationship breakdown, D wrote to P confirming that he held 220, 000 of the 1.5 

million Unitract shares in trust for the P. He later disputed the validity of the trust claiming the lack of 

intention and uncertainty of subject matter.  

Held:  

- Specific enough, the shares were not numbered and held as an unspecified bundle of shares. 

- Again, do not need to identify each share. 220 000 shares. 

 

2. CERTAINTY OF OBJECTS  

- Here it depends on if it is a trust for persons or for charitable purposes. 

- Different requirements for different types of trusts 

- When creating checklist  see seminar 4  

 

 

I) EXPRESS TRUST FOR PERSONS – CERTAINTY OF OBJECTS  

• Types of trust:  

i) Fixed trust: T must distribute to Bs in the proportions set out in the ET. No 

discretion or choice. 

ii) Discretionary trust: T has discretion as to how to distribute. There are two levels of 

discretion: 



a. Trust power: expressed in mandatory terms. T must distribute to whomever they 

choose in whatever proportions they choose. 

b. Mere power: where T may distribute to Bs in whatever proportions they choose. 

 If there is a “taker-in-default” in the trust deed, this indicates it is a mere 

power, because taker-in default takes property if T decides not to exercise mere 

power. 

If mere power and no taker-in-default, leftover property goes back to S under a 

RT. 

Mere power may be fiduciary or non-fiduciary. If it is fiduciary, T must 

exercise her choice in a fiduciary way. 

• Types of powers:  

- Precatory words: suggest desire rather than legal obligations. 

- Hybrid power: Expressed as ‘T may distribute to anyone who is not X’ (eg, ‘to anyone 

except my ex-wife’).  

- Special power: Certain beneficiaries and you can choose between them. 

- General power: Distinguish between being able to appoint beneficiaries and not. 

 

1. Fixed trusts – object certainty requirements:  

- List certainty  

 distinguish between linguistic and semantic certainty (some objective criteria that can be 

used)  + evidentiary certainty (too hard to find someone) 

 Need linguistic + semantic certainty not evidentiary certainty  

 Not how hard it is to find them it is about whether a list can be drawn up  

E.g. John Smith and I know 3, too uncertain. Or I leave it to my old friends – how do you 

categorise a friend etc.  

 

2. Discretionary trusts – object certainty requirements 

i) Trust power: criterion certainty and loose class requirement - McPhail (also used to 

need list certainty but relaxed to criterion certainty)  

criterion certainty: You don’t need a list but have to be able to point to a class and 

how to distinguish who belongs to it and who does not. 

 Loose class/administrative workability requirement – so large that not practical to deal 

with.  E.g. all the residents of London.  – extra test for certainty (rationale about what are 

we asking trustees to do) 

 

 

ii) Mere power: criterion certainty test (initially required list certainty but relaced to 

criterion certainty test: Re Gulbenkian)  

OVERVIEW: 

        Fixed trust                       Discretionary trust 

Trust Power Mere Power  

How to 

identify:  

  If there is a taker in 

default clause – 

indicates that mere 

power.  



Certainty 

requirements 

List certainty  

 

-Need to be able to 

make a list of 

beneficiaries 

 

Cf -but discuss West v 

Weston – substantial 

majority of the 

beneficiaries is 

sufficient and no 

reasonable enquires can 

be made to improve the 

situation  

Criterion certainty 

 

Administrative 

workability (loose 

class requirement) 

(Lord Wilberfoce in 

McPhail) 

 

Horan v James – 

sometimes used as that 

admin work not in 

Australia also wills 

issue but no legislation 

gets around it.  

 

Note the severability 

possibility in Blyth – 

very unusual but 

possible.  

 

McCracken and Re 

Blyth – say 

workability is a 

requirement 

(McCracken – in 

VICTORIA so see this 

as very important – 

more persuasive) 

-Horan v James say it 

is not  Address both 

sides! 

 

Criterion certainty  

Evidentiary 

certainty: Someone 

being difficult to find 

is ok. Must not have 

difficulty identifying 

who they are.  

Semantic certainty: 

Required. 

 

What will 

the court do 

Court can order 

distribution – hence 

need a higher level of 

certainty  

Court can order 

distribution but will 

not step in and do it, 

the choice is up to 

trustee 

Trustee has a duty to 

consider the 

distribution but not a 

duty to distribute.  

Cases West v Weston (AUS) 

 

McPhail v Doulton 

(UK) 

Horan v James (AUS) 

Re Blyth (AUS) 

Re Gulbenkian (UK) 



McCracken v Attorney 

General for Victoria 

(AUS) 

 

Cases:  

Re: Gulbenkian’s Settlement Trust [1970] AC 508  

Facts: G an oil magnate, N his son. The will –  

‘Trustees “shall” “at their absolute discretion” “pay all or any part of the income of the 

property” to “any person or persons in whose house or apartments or in whose company or 

under whose care or control or by or with whom the said Nubar Sarkis Gulbenkian may from 

time to time be employed or residing.” 

Held:  

• It is a discretionary trust - Mere power – ‘shall’ but it had ‘absolute discretion’  that offsets 

the ‘shall’. The absolute discretion qualifies the shall.  

• Criterion of certainty:  

➢ Just because it is difficult to determine who is or is not in the class does not mean it is 

void for uncertainty. As long as possible to determine it is certain enough.  

➢ Lord Denning said that it is sufficient to determine if one person fits into the class of 

beneficiaries. This is overruled here, saying that you must be able to determine whether 

any person falls within the class.  

• Uncertain parts ‘employed or residing’ 

➢ ‘residing’ – how long a stay qualifies as residing – 3 days, 3 months? Courts are used to 

interpreting such terms, so not uncertain enough to not give meaning to. Can give 

meaning.  

➢ ‘employed’ – clearer 

• What we mean by certainty is linguistic or semantic certainty not worried about evidentiary 

uncertainty.  

• Court will err on the side of upholding a trust.  

➢ Not void for uncertainty, need not exhaustively establish every single person that falls 

within the class of objects, it is clear enough that Mr NG did, & that if a trustee is unsure 
whether a person falls into the particular class of objects, they can ask the court for 

clarification.  

➢ If a court could not determine the question of the power/object of trust it must be void for 

uncertainty, but it isn’t void simply because this task may be difficult.  

➢ Lord Upjohn: “mere difficulty is nothing to the point” 
➢ Lord Donovan: the result may indeed mean a person who doesn’t deserve the trust money 

or was intended as a recipient may receive some of the funds, however, this is better than 

depriving all the ascertainable members any chance of benefit.  

 


